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The Annual School Report
The 2017 Serpentine Primary School Annual Report articulates and demonstrates the dynamic nature of
our school, our commitment to excellence and our relentless pursuit of achieving our best. Our teachers
are reflective and responsive to student needs and there is quality commitment from our school
community. The School Report also demonstrates our achievements for the 2017 school year and
highlights an ongoing commitment to enhancing the educational outcomes for all of our students.
As with previous years, the report contains NAPLAN and Performance Achievement Testing (PAT) data,
along with trends identified by the school. The report is prepared for the School’s Board and school
community and is submitted to the Department of Education Services external reviewers, as part of the
agreed accountability process. Serpentine Primary is focussed on achieving quality learning outcomes
for all students. The emphasis of the learning programs in the Early Childhood Phase (Years K-2)
remains focussed on:


Embedding the Early Years Learning Framework and implementation of the WA Curriculum



Sound phonemic and phonological awareness



Establishing firm numeric scaffolds to support future learning in numeracy



Developing oral language skills to promote clear communication.

Throughout 2017, this continued to be achieved through a deliberately taught curriculum, which was
refined after a review of the 2017 school year that continues to identify essential content while
incorporating the state endorsed curriculum outlined by the School Curriculum and Standards Authority
(SCSA). Tying all this together are assessment processes to monitor the achievement of the identified
student milestones.
We focus on supporting all students to reach their full potential academically, socially and emotionally.
We pride ourselves on our uniqueness and have committed, proactive teachers and dedicated support
staff working to help each child to reach their potential. Our staff has high expectations and adopt a wide
variety of innovative teaching practices. As a school we continue to strengthen our working relationships
with students, staff, parents and the wider community. Our School acknowledges and thanks all
members of the community for their contributions to our school and students.

[ Type t he abst ract of t he document here. The abst ract is t ypically a short summary of
t he cont ent s of t he document . Type t he abst ract of t he document here. The abst ract is
t ypically a short summary of t he cont ent s of t he document .]
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Section 1: School Context
SCHOOL VISION
Serpentine Primary School means ‘to be the best we
can be’. Together we will demonstrate Respect,
Responsibility, Perseverance, and Aspire to the
constant improvement of ourselves and our
community.
PURPOSE STATEMENT
We will:
 Provide a safe school environment where
we actively demonstrate our School Vision.
 Promote equity, excellence and ensure that
all students become successful learners,
confident, creative individuals and active,
informed citizens.
 Build the capacity of our students to meet
their academic, social and emotional
developmental needs.
Our Values
RESPECT – We are respectful when we value or regard the worth of people or things and treat them
with consideration, care and concern.
RESPONSIBILITY – We are responsible when we are accountable for our actions at school and in the
community.
PERSEVERANCE – We persevere by learning how to work through challenges to achieve our goals.
ASPIRE – We aspire to be successful learners, confident individuals and active citizens.
3 Imperatives of Student Engagement
All staff will ensure that:
Students are safe, have trust, respect and feel valued.
Students have work at their level.
Students have friends at school.
4 Pillars of School-wide Pedagogy
Pillar 1 – Teacher directed learning
Pillar 2 – Explicit instruction
Pillar 3 – Moving students’ knowledge from short-term to long-term memory
Pillar 4 – Positive teacher-student relationships
6 Givens for Every Learning Environment







Strong Relationships
High Expectations and Excellent Classroom Practice
Excellent Presentation – Uniforms, Bookwork and Daily Correction
Appealing Classroom Display
Positive Classroom Tone
Quality Feedback to Students
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Enrolment
Serpentine Primary School had an enrolment of 205 students in 2017. Our Primary School
caters for the needs of the Serpentine Township and the surrounding areas of Karnet,
Keysbrook, Hopeland and Mardella. The town is 25 km south of Armadale just off the South
Western Highway. The town has a mixture of people, including traditional farming families,
newer families on hobby farm sized blocks and families living in town. The school has a distinct
rural feel with spacious grounds and tree lined fences.
Community Input
There is a strong participative and consultative approach to school decision-making. The School
Board provides community perspectives on a range of issues through elected parents and
seconded community representatives. The school is strongly supported by an active Parents
and Citizens Association. To provide ongoing support to families, the P&C organises a range of
fundraising activities, operates the school canteen three days a week and provides student
uniforms through our Uniform Shop.
Staff Structure
The staff at Serpentine Primary School comprises a Principal, Associate Principal, 16 teaching
staff, Specialist Arts, Physical Education and Science Teachers, Learning Support Coordinator,
Manager Corporate Services, School Officer, 3 Junior Primary Education Assistants, 4 Special
Needs Education Assistants, AIEO, Library Officer, 3 Cleaners and a Gardener.
Teacher Teams
Two phase of development teams (Kindergarten – Yr 2 and Yrs 3 – 6) operate with the purpose
of providing opportunities for staff to work collaboratively. The team structure allows teachers of
similar year groups to meet to talk about the needs of their students and collaboratively plan to
bring about positive change at a class and school level. Teams met formally and informally
through the provision of common DOTT time & team meetings. Targeted professional learning
and professional support are seen as other benefits of using this structure and initiative.
Targeted Professional Development
During 2017 all teachers continued to engage in targeted professional learning to support the
school’s vision of an Explicit Teaching agenda. This included workshops from John Fleming
(one of Australia’s leading and most respected education professionals) and a visit to Challis PS
to observe the model in practice at a high performing school.
Programs Offered
Serpentine Primary School offers the full range of learning areas consistent with the Department
of Education’s system requirements. Students were afforded the opportunity to participate in a
range of programs including Choir, Clubs, Enterprise Projects, EduDance and Student
Leadership.
Pastoral Care
A Chaplain, Adrian Wilson, was employed and supported the school’s pastoral care program
and student leadership programs. He supported student leaders to raise money, via a range of
initiatives. He was also involved in coordinating and delivering a range of programs targeting
social and emotional development including Rainbows and the BUZ program. The school also
continued to operate a KidsMatter Action Team to provide support and guidance to the school in
the areas of student wellbeing, social/emotional learning and community engagement.
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Section 2: Principal’s Report
This year has been both an exciting and challenging one for our school. Reflecting on 2017 brings a
great sense of satisfaction as we continue to take steps towards our ambitious and bold improvement
agenda and the school has continued to be an exciting, progressive and productive place during 2017,
with many activities and programs happening. The substantial investment in professional learning
continued as we looked for strategies and opportunities that will elevate the knowledge and skill level of
all staff.
2017 was also the first year for Serpentine Primary School as an Independent Public School. Our school
used the increased capacity for local decision making to commence work creating a school which is
more reflective of our local context and more responsive to community issues. Even in this early phase
of the implementation, the initiative has considerably enhanced the functioning of our school, created the
opportunity to access more benefits, and over time will lead to increased outcomes for the whole school
community.
As part of this process the School Board underwent a review of our school
brand and decided to modernise the school logo to be more reflective on
our current school priorities and to reflect our school’s values. The
spectacular result which can be seen here came courtesy of Mrs Jenny
Blomfield and we are grateful for her artistic talent. We hope this new logo
symbolises everything that we want for our students moving forward.
In 2017, Serpentine Primary School commenced implementation of the new
2017 – 2019 Business Plan to work toward the vision of being ‘the best we
can be’ and ensuring that all students, staff and families exhibit and are
committed to our four core values of Respect, Responsibility,
Perseverance and Aspire. The Business Plan communicates how the
vision and values are to be implemented into practice through the three priority areas: Excellence in
Teaching & Learning; Innovation (STEM); and Student Wellbeing. As Principal, I regularly report to the
School Board on the school’s progress towards the implementation of strategies, as well as on the
achievement of milestones and targets.
These priorities aim to provide a safe, accountable and happy learning environment that strives to
ensure every student is a successful student and every teacher is a highly effective teacher. As part of
planning for school improvement, Strategic Plans are developed annually to action and monitor Business
Plan strategies. This planning ensures a clear, shared idea of what it was we wanted to achieve and how
we would go about achieving it. The school’s self-assessment processes ensured the plans were
monitored throughout the year, with a final review in Term 4. Data collected during the monitoring and
review processes was used to enable staff to identify progress being made toward achieving the
Business Plan and develop the 2018 Operational Plans.
Throughout the year our students and teachers showed significant progress and achievement. We
achieved outstanding results in a number of areas. These achievements were made possible by:
 Enthusiastic and capable students
 A shared approach to teaching and learning that includes successful implementation of our whole
school Literacy and Numeracy plans
 Rigorous assessment and agreed targets
 High levels of collaboration
 Recruiting & developing staff whose skills, talents, and knowledge are best suited to our context
 Strong coaching culture that gives our teachers exciting professional learning opportunities from
expert educators
Reflecting on 2017 also brings a sense of impatience for greater improvement in academic results.
Our relentless approach to ensuring every student is a successful student will continue throughout 2018
as we implement plans for higher achievement and deeper learning.
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Fogarty Foundation
This year our school applied to be part of the Fogarty
EDvance program and was accepted as part of Cohort 5.
EDvance is a leadership program run by the Fogarty
Foundation whose aim is to advance social change through
educational initiatives. The school improvement program is
based on sound research and frameworks, including a
holistic approach to school leadership, where each school
selects different areas that they will focus on improving
during their 3 years in the program. The EDvance program
is very prestigious and highly regarded in education circles
and some of the top performing public schools in WA have
been part of previous cohorts. Our acceptance into this
program is sound recognition for the work which is already
being done and will help our students reach even greater
heights in the future.
Positive Behaviour Support (PBS)
This year we completed our planning and focused on raising the awareness of the community of our four
school wide expectations of Respect, Responsibility, Perseverance and Aspire in preparation for full
implementation across the school in 2018. Our survey results at the end of the year following our PBS
launch afternoon showed that the students and the community do know about our expectations and are
supportive of this initiative. A key indicator of the success of the PBS program is the consistent school
wide use of the language which shows us there is a shared understanding of the intent of the four
expectations.
The PBS team worked extensively with staff to ensure that strategies and initiatives of the PBS program
are well understood and can be implemented with fidelity. To ensure fidelity all staff received a PBS
handbook and classroom poster at the end of the school year. Teachers were also given access to the
assembly PowerPoints and other resources to help them reinforce and explicitly teach the focus
expected behaviour in their classrooms.
In 2018 the PBS team will work with staff to implement the program. Regular analysis of school
behaviour data through Gradexpert and Vivo will occur to ensure consistency in implementation and
track students’ progress. We will be inviting Year 5 and 6 parents and students to join a PBS committee
who will assist the team by providing feedback, exploring peer mediation practices and develop a system
for the use of the friendship bench.
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Explicit Instruction
2017 was also a busy year for the school as it was our first year really fully implementing our whole
school pedagogical approaches centred around the Explicit Instruction Model, which is based on the
research of John Fleming and Dr John Hollingsworth. This work has been part of a concerted effort to
improve our effectiveness as teachers and lift the performance of our students beyond what the school
has achieved in the past. The approach has many facets – at its core is a philosophy that ‘every child
matters every day’ and that ‘all students can be high achievers’. From a teaching perspective the main
strategies involve the following:








Intensive teaching of synthetic phonics and the alphabet code in the early years in a way that is
about teaching all children to read.
A gradual release program structure that sees students involved in three set phases: ‘I Do’ where
the teacher explicitly teaches; ‘We Do’ where the students together practice skills; and ‘You Do’
where students demonstrate individually their understanding of what they have learnt.
Daily warm-up or consolidation sessions where students are involved in repetitive activities aimed
as moving students’ understandings from short term to long term memory.
The use of evidence based programs to support a teacher’s learning program.
Being more prescriptive and coordinated when it comes to the kind of teaching and curriculum
that takes place in our school. Moving from a school with a series of discrete classrooms and
individual programs to one with a coordinated approach to take students
from Kindergarten through to Year 6.
Having high expectations of students and maintaining a belief that students
are able to meet these expectations.

2017 was also the first year our teachers used our Serpentine Primary School
Teaching & Learning Handbook (available on our website) to guide their teaching
as it provides a detailed understanding of both the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of classroom
practice. Throughout the year teachers provided feedback as they attempted to
implement the model in their classrooms. This feedback will be used to develop
and further refine our approaches in order to provide increased consistency across
the school and further improve practice.

2017 was also our first full year of using the Gradexpert software across the school to track student
performance and report to parents. GradeXpert is a Student Information System, including data
management, analytics and reporting, that has helped us to centralise and manage all student data, including
assessment, individual learning plans, student medical details and welfare & behaviour notes. The
system has greatly improved teacher knowledge and understanding of their student data and allowed us to
produce termly progress reports for each student, detailing student progress and achievement on all of our
key assessment items. It has also allowed us to more clearly collate data so that it can be shared with our
School Board.
Community Engagement
Our parents, School Board and Parents & Citizens (P&C) play active and important roles in our school.
Our School Council was an integral part of the selection process and we need to acknowledge our
School Board members for the role they have played advocating for our school and its future. Our
School Board has had an important impact on school direction and has been critical in improving school
accountability and self-reflection processes.
We have worked with the community to establish improved communication and enhancement of the
students’ educational experiences at Serpentine Primary School. A significant part of this is the
KidsMatter initiative. KidsMatter is a mental health and wellbeing framework for primary schools and is
proven to make a positive difference to the lives of Australian children. KidsMatter Primary provides the
proven methods, tools and support to help schools work with parents and carers, health services and the
wider community, to nurture happy, balanced kids.
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Section 3: Curriculum Development
The following curriculum highlights demonstrate our commitment to continuous improvement.
Numeracy
During 2017, teachers consolidated their understanding of the Prime Maths program through a range of
professional development and coaching opportunities, and continued to implement the program across
the school. Since the introduction of Prime student performance on mathematics assessments in the
early years has shown considerable improvement and their performance on the Prime reviews has been
pleasing. Implementation in the older years has proven more challenging as teachers have had to revisit
a lot of previously untaught concepts in order to ensure students have the required knowledge to achieve
at the necessary level. However, in spite of the challenges, students’ performance on standardized tests,
such as PAT Maths, has shown improvement over this time period.
Our focus in 2018 will be to continue to develop students Problem Solving strategies using the BAR
model. Our aim is to refine and broaden classroom practice by explicitly teaching students specific skills
and providing them with ‘real life’ opportunities to select, use, communicate and evaluate their
mathematical ideas.
Literacy
The focus in 2017 remained on embedding a strong, seamless PP – 6 approach and consolidation of
various programs and approaches introduced throughout 2016.
Spelling
For the first time in 2017, Jolly Phonics & Jolly Grammar were used in all classrooms and Spelling
Mastery was introduced to build and extend the knowledge, skills and understandings developed as part
of the Jolly Grammar program. These detailed and systematic programs start with phonic knowledge and
skills, which emphasize the relationship between reading and spelling, and are then consolidated in
subsequent years. Teachers differentiated their classroom spelling instruction through the use of warmups which provide repeated opportunities for students to grasp concepts and helps transition students’
learning from short term to long term memory. The introduction of these programs and their consistent
application across all classrooms led to a significant improvement in students’ spelling results across the
year by ensuring students are always provided access to year level content in a way which supports
students to achieve.
Writing
In 2017 we made the decision to commence implementation of the Seven Steps to Writing Success
program as a mechanism for improving the quality of students’ writing. Phase leaders participated in
professional development sessions and then shared their learning with staff at moderation sessions.
Seven Steps to Writing Success is a writing program that empowers teachers to inspire their students to
rapidly improve their writing skills, and most importantly, learn to love writing! It creates engaging
classrooms where students learn to love writing and become lifelong communicators. Since its
introduction we have noticed an improvement in the quality of students’ work during writing moderation
sessions which occur every 5 weeks when students complete common assessment tasks and are
scored using the Department of Education endorsed Brightpath writing software. We are confident this
improved quality of writing will translate into improved NAPLAN scores in the coming years.
Reading
In 2017 Serpentine Primary School continued to use the Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment
System across the school to track student progress and achievement and provide teachers and parents
with a reliable, accurate way to determine a child's reading level. This invaluable resource not only
assisted teachers with planning and documenting change in student reading progress across the school
year but also helped teachers to effectively match our students to texts at both their independent and
instructional levels. We also continued to make use of the Cars & Stars series, a research-based direct
instruction program which provides instruction in the 12 core reading strategies to help teach students
the strategies required to make meaning from text. The emphasis has been modelling the key essential
reading strategies to students, engaging students in thinking about reading, interrogating each different
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text and locating evidence to support opinions and point of view. In addition, in 2017 we implemented a
Guided Reading Implementation Guide for teachers in order to ensure consistency in the way guided
reading is being implemented across the school.
These approaches, when combined with daily reading warm-ups and shared reading sessions, will help
teach students the meta-cognition strategies needed to ‘self-talk’ any text genre they are exposed to and
have improved the quality of our reading program in every classroom by making it more responsive to
the individual needs of each student. With the support of our P&C we also invested heavily in the
purchase of Bug Club and Literacy Pro digital components to enhance students’ guided and home
reading experience.
Through the introduction and communication of reading
benchmarks across the school we will be able to identify
at risk students very early on in their education and
provide them with access to effective reading intervention
programs, such as Levelled Literacy Intervention (LLI)
which commenced operation in 2017. Throughout the
year 34 students were involved in the program with each
student demonstrating an average increase of 3.3 levels
across the year.
In 2017 professional learning continued to focus on explicit, differentiated and systematic teaching.
Professional learning focused on sharing and unpacking a range of instructional tools to build innovative
classroom reading instruction, increase teacher knowledge and enhance student learning to improve
reading comprehension outcomes. In 2017 the school continued to focus on the practices that high
performing schools have in common, and as part of this process conducted a school visit to Challis
Primary School with the entire staff group to observe their practice first hand. In 2018 we will consolidate
and extend knowledge and understanding of these powerful practices to achieve continued reading
improvement.
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Section 4: Strategic Planning, Targets & Priorities for 2017
Our 2017 business plan superseded our previous strategic plan at the end of 2016 and identified a number of targets which our school is aiming to meet prior
to the end of 2018. The table below outlines those targets and demonstrates our progress towards them last year.

Student Achievement

18/50` 22/50

Rigorous Instruction

N/A

N/A

Collaborative Teachers

N/A

N/A

Supportive Environment

N/A

N/A

Effective School Leadership

N/A

N/A

Strong Family-Community Ties

N/A

N/A

Trust

N/A

N/A

Progress
Toward

2019
Target
Met

Progress
Toward

2018
Target
Met

Targets
Met

Progress
Toward

2017

Serpentine PS Key Target Summary

We are only able to report on progress in Student Achievement as 2017 was used to establish a baseline in all other areas. Progress in these areas will be
reported on in 2018 – 2019 Annual Reports.
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Baseline
Results

2017

2018

2019

Achieved

Student Achievement – Literacy
School to achieve average score above like schools in all areas of NAPLAN
Reading (difference between school and like school average scores) – Yr. 3
-30
-4
Reading (difference between school and like school average scores) – Yr. 5
-1
+20
Writing (difference between school and like school average scores) – Yr. 3
-24
-30
Writing (difference between school and like school average scores) – Yr. 5
+9
+19
Spelling (difference between school and like school average scores) – Yr. 3
-48
-2
Spelling (difference between school and like school average scores) – Yr. 5
-9
+14
Grammar (difference between school and like school average scores) – Yr. 3
-15
+2
Grammar (difference between school and like school average scores) – Yr. 5
-8
+24
90% of students to be above National Minimum Standard in all areas of NAPLAN
Reading
69%
86%
Writing
88%
82%
Spelling
76%
78%
Grammar
87%
77%
90% of students to demonstrate moderate progress (or higher) between Yr. 3 & Yr. 5 in NAPLAN
Reading
83%
81%
Writing
87%
93%
50% of student to demonstrate good or excellent achievement in NAPLAN
Reading
26%
38%
Writing
18%
14%
Demonstrate longitudinal improvement in Average School Stanine in all Progressive Achievement Tests (PAT)
Reading Comprehension (Yr 2 – 6)
3.50
4.77
Vocabulary (Yr. 4 – 6)
4.23
5.50
Grammar & Punctuation (Yr. 4 – 6)
4.25
5.39
65% of students to achieve Stanine 5 or above in all Progressive Achievement Tests (PAT)
Reading Comprehension (Yr 2 – 6)
29%
60%
Vocabulary (Yr. 4-6)
43%
65%
Grammar & Punctuation (Yr. 4 -6)
46%
70%
15% of students to achieve Stanine 7 or above
Reading Comprehension
4%
16%
Vocabulary (Yr. 4-6)
13%
35%
12

Grammar & Punctuation (Yr. 3 -6)
School to:
CARS & STARS - Increase average school % score of Cars & Stars post-tests to above
70%
CARS & STARS - Increase percentage of students scoring above 70% on Cars & Stars
post-tests to above 80%
LITERACY PRO - Increase average school end of year Lexile score to 800

10%

23%

52%

64%

27%

41%

469

539

-

87L

5%

9%

64%

55%

-

2103

F&P - Increase percentage of students achieving benchmark in F&P Benchmark
Assessment to 80%
F&P - Increase percentage of students achieving significantly above benchmark to
20%
MAGIC WORDS – Increase percentage of students achieving benchmark to 100%.

45%

74%

0%

5%

47%

72%

MAGIC WORDS – Increase percentage of students achieving significantly above to
over 80%
SPELLING - Increase average school score on final spelling assessment to over 80%

43%

66%

54%

68%

SPELLING – Increase percentage of students achievieng above benchmark to over
80%
BRIGHTPATH WRITING - Increase end of year school average Brightpath score
longitudinally
BRIGHTPATH WRITING - Increase percentage of students achieving above
Benchmark in Brightpath writing assessment to over 70%.
Increase the percentage of students achieving A and B grades in English

59%

75%

-

238

-

35.02

N/A

23.1%

Decrease the percentage of students achieving D and E grades in English

N/A

35.6%

LITERACY PRO - Increase average Lexile growth incrementally each year.
LITERACY PRO - Increase the percentage of students in the Advanced category to
20%
LITERACY PRO - Decrease percentage of students in Basic & Below Basic categories
to below 30%.
LITERACY PRO - Increase the number of quizzes taken incrementally each year
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Student Achievement – Numeracy
School to achieve average score above like schools in Numeracy
Numeracy (difference between school and like school average scores) – Yr. 3
Numeracy (difference between school and like school average scores) – Yr. 5
The following percentage of all student to meet prescribed targets:
90% of students to be above National Minimum Standard in NAPLAN

-20
-14

-15
+24

69%

78%

90% of students to demonstrate moderate progress (or higher) between Yr. 3 & Yr. 5 in
NAPLAN
50% of students to demonstrate good or excellent achievement

61%

89%

19%

19%

Demonstrate longitudinal improvement in Average School Stanine in all Progressive
Achievement Tests (PAT)
65% of students to achieve Stanine 5 or above in all Progressive Achievement Maths
Test
15% of students to achieve Stanine 7 or above

3.58

5.18

32%

64%

3%

24%

School to demonstrate:
Increase average school score in End of Year Prime Reviews to 70%.

39%

44%

Increase % of students scoring 60% (or above) to over 80%.

18%

18%

Increase the percentage of students achieving A and B grades in Maths

N/A

33.0%

Decrease the percentage of students achieving D and E grades in Maths

N/A

26.1%

Increase percentage of students receiving A and B grades in Science

N/A

23.1%

Increase percentage of students receiving A and B grades in ICT

N/A

7.9%

Introduce standardised Science assessment –show an upward trend in students’ results.
Introduce a common assessment task on standardised test for ICT and demonstrate an

N/A
N/A

Student Achievement – STEM
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upward trend in student’s results.

Rigorous Instruction
Increase the number of formal lessons observations completed by school leaders each
N/A
80
year as a way of providing detailed feedback to teachers.
Increase the number of classroom walkthroughs from which teachers receive written
N/A
190
feedback either from school leaders or directly from students.
Demonstrate an improving trend in agree/strongly agree responses to the following questions on annual staff survey.
Teachers at this school are actively trying to improve their teaching.
N/A
100%
Staff as this school takes responsibility for improving the school.

N/A

95.5%

Staff as this school feels responsible that all students learn.

N/A

100%

I am able to design appropriate instruction that is matched to students need and year level expectations.

N/A

82.6%

I am able to modify instructional activities and materials to meet the developmental needs of all my
students.
I am able to develop appropriate Individual Learning Plans for all my students.

N/A

82.6%

N/A

68.2%

Overall, my professional development experiences this year have been sustained and coherently focused,
rather than short term and unrelated.
Overall, my professional development experiences this year have included enough time to think
carefully about, try and evaluate new ideas.

N/A

82.6%

N/A

73.9%

Increase percentage of teaching staff involved in collaborative planning sessions.

N/A

100%

Increase amount of time spent on moderation task and phase meetings.

N/A

9hrs

Engage 100% of teaching staff in regular coaching and mentoring sessions.

N/A

100%

Collaborative Teachers

Demonstrate an improving trend in agree/strongly agree responses to the following questions on annual staff survey.
At this school teachers make a conscious effort to coordinate their teaching with instruction in other
classrooms and at other year levels.
At this school teachers talk with one another about instruction.

N/A

87.0%

N/A

100%

Once we start a new program or initiative, we follow up to make sure that it’s working.

N/A

91.3%
15

It is clear how all of the programs offered are connected to our school’s instructional vision.

N/A

95.7%

Supportive Environment
Demonstrate a downward trend in incidents of student misbehaviour.

N/A

Demonstrate an improving trend in agree/strongly agree responses to the following questions on annual staff survey.
Staff at this school helps maintain discipline in the entire school, not just their classroom?
N/A
82.6%
I usually look forward to each working day at this school.

N/A

95.7%

I would recommend this school to parents/guardians seeking a place for their child.

N/A

95.7%

Teachers respect other teachers who take the lead in school improvement efforts.

N/A

91.3%

Teachers at this school respect those colleagues who have a specific expertise.

N/A

87.0%

Teachers as this school are eager to try new ideas?

N/A

91.3%

Effective School Leadership
Engage in 360 degree feedback each year and demonstrate improvements in key areas
N/A
highlighted in 2017 responses.
Demonstrate an improving trend in agree/strongly agree responses to the following questions on annual staff survey.
The school leaders at his school make clear to the staff their expectations for meeting instructional goals.
N/A
95.7%
The school leaders at this school communicate a clear vision for the school

N/A

91.3%

The school leaders at this school understand how children learn.

N/A

82.6%

The school leaders at this school set high standards for student learning.

N/A

100%

The school leaders at this school set clear expectations for teachers about implementing what they have
learned in professional development.
The school leaders at this school carefully tracks academic progress

N/A

82.6%

N/A

95.7%

The school leaders at this school know what going on in my classroom.

N/A

87.0%

Strong Family Community Ties
Increase attendance at school open nights i.e. increase the number of completed student
passports returned for processing.

N/A
16

Increase the number of specific opportunities created for parents and guardians to visit
N/A
1
classrooms to observe the instructional programs.
Demonstrate an improving trend in agree/strongly agree responses to the following questions on annual staff survey.
At this school there is an expectation teachers communicate regularly with parents/guardians.
N/A
91.3%
At this school teachers work closely with families to me student’s needs.

N/A

91.3%

At this school staff regularly communicates with parents/guardians about how they can help students
learn.
At this school communications tools used to interact with parents are effective.

N/A

82.6%

N/A

65.2%

The school leaders encourage feedback through regular meetings with parents and teacher leaders.

N/A

78.3%

N/A

Not
conducted
Not
conducted
Not
conducted

TRUST
Improve level of parent-teacher trust i.e. % of survey responses who agreed of strongly
agreed on annual parent survey.
Improve level of teacher-teacher trust i.e. % of survey responses who agreed of
strongly agreed on annual teacher survey
Improve level of teacher principal trust i.e. % of survey responses who agreed of
strongly agreed on annual teacher survery.

N/A
N/A
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Section 4: NAPLAN, Data Analysis and Attendance
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Progressive Achievement Test ( PAT) Results
N umeracy
70
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Median
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2016
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2019

0
Year Year Year Year Year Year
1
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100%
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80%
70%
60%
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5
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Reading
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Median
2016 Baseline
2017
2018

70%
60%
50%
40%
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20%
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0%
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5
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2019
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Vocabulary ( Yr 4 – 6 )
130
125

Median

120

2017 Baseline
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2018

110
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2020

60%
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20%
10%
0%
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5
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Year 4
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Grammar ( Yr 3 – 6 )
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110
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Attendance Overall Primary

Non-Aboriginal

Aboriginal

Total

School

Like
Schools

WA
Public
Schools

School

Like
Schools

WA
Public
Schools

School

Like
Schools

WA
Public
Schools

2015

94.3%

93.6%

93.8%

92.7%

86.1%

81.2%

94.2%

93.2%

92.7%

2016

92.2%

93.2%

93.7%

93.2%

85.9%

80.7%

92.3%

92.9%

92.6%

2017

93%

93%

93.8%

93.4%

82.7%

81.2%

93%

92.2%

92.7%

Attendance Category
At Risk

Regular
Indicated

Moderate

Severe

2015

84.1%

12.8%

2.1%

0.8%

2016

75.4%

19.2%

3.0%

2.1%

2017

75.7%

19.0%

4.8%

0.5%

Like Schools 2017

72.9%

18.8%

5.9%

2.4%

WA Public Schools

77.0%

15.0%

6.0%

2.0%
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Recommendations:
Raising standards in Literacy & Numeracy






Consolidate whole school approaches to literacy and numeracy (focussing on major
teaching emphases and key teaching and assessment strategies) with 100% uptake of
staff using Teaching & Learning Handbook.
Continue to focus on reading, grammar and punctuation and spelling in English and
pedagogy with an emphasis on explicit teaching.
Refining the school numeracy policy based on our implementation of PRIME and mental
maths strategies.
Develop an explicit writing program to improve teacher understandings and student
performance and provide opportunities for staff to use student online resources
(Brightpath), including exemplars, for planning, teaching & assessment.
Introduce regular student goal setting cycle to raise student expectations of their own
performance and to ensure they receive regular and meaningful feedback about their
progress.

Improving student attendance and behaviour






Develop a whole school approach to managing student behaviour based on the Positive
Behaviour in Schools model ready for implementation in 2018.
Explore ways of promoting and encouraging student attendance as part of the Positive
Behaviour in Schools approach.
Investigate better ways of tracking behavioural data to provide a better way of
determining trends and responding to issues and use GradeXpert as a mechanism to
facilitate this.
Continue promoting and rewarding positive behaviour, increasing responsibilities for
Student Leaders.
Introduce Friendly Schools Plus in all classrooms across the school to improve student
social emotional wellbeing and give staff a consistent language to use across the school.

High Quality Teaching and Leadership






Continue to refine school Performance Development process in order to provide teachers
with high quality and regular feedback about their classroom practice.
Refine our approach to classroom observations and classroom walkthroughs to increase
the range of teacher receiving regular, varied and meaningful feedback.
Train teachers to use data more effectively to inform planning and teaching.
Clarify the role of the phase leaders and develop them as instructional leaders within
their phases.
Introduce a teacher recognition program to improve teacher efficacy and motivation.

Community Engagement




Use the KidsMatter action team as a tool to plan for increased community engagement
around the school and increase opportunity for parental involvement.
Improve school advertising and marketing approach as a means to improve community
confidence and understanding.
Develop improved communication between staff and parents and school and parents
using a range of forums.
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Sect ion 5 Financial Summary
Serpentine PS

Insert your School
Logo Here or
Delete if not
required

Financial Summary as at
31st December 2017

Revenue - Cash & Salary Allocation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Voluntary Contributions
Charges and Fees
Fees from Facilities Hire
Fundraising/Donations/Sponsorships
Commonwealth Govt Revenues
Other State Govt/Local Govt Revenues
Revenue from Co, Regional Office and Other Schools
Other Revenues
Transfer from Reserve or DGR
Residential Accommodation
Farm Revenue (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees (Camp Schools only)
Total Locally Raised Funds
Opening Balance
Student Centred Funding
Total Cash Funds Available
Total Salary Allocation
Total Funds Available

Budget
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Actual

9,722.40
29,085.09
7,200.00
23,591.83
7,315.63
14,342.65
91,257.60
194,872.00
30,968.50
317,098.10
317,098.10

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Locally Generated Revenue - Budget vs Actual

9,722.40
28,970.59
7,200.00
23,591.83
7,316.60
14,342.65
91,144.07
194,872.18
30,968.50
316,984.75
316,984.75

$000
Budget

30

25

20

15

10

Current Year Actual Cash
Sources

Transfers
from
Locally Raised
$ Funds
69,484.82
Reserves
Student Centred
$ Funding
30,968.50
Other Govt Grants
$ 12%
Other
$
7,316.60
Transfers from
$ Reserves
14,342.65
Other Govt Grants
$ 122,112.57 0%

Actual

35

5

Locally Raised Funds
57%

Other
6%

0
Revenue Source

Student Centred
Funding
25%

Expenditure - Cash and Salary
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Administration
Lease Payments
Utilities, Facilities and Maintenance
Buildings, Property and Equipment
Curriculum and Student Services
Professional Development
Transfer to Reserve
Other Expenditure
Payment to CO, Regional Office and Other Schools
Residential Operations
Residential Boarding Fees to CO (Ag Colleges only)
Farm Operations (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Farm Revenue to CO (Ag and Farm Schools only)
Camp School Fees to CO (Camp Schools only)
Total Goods and Services Expenditure
Total Forecast Salary Expenditure
Total Expenditure
Cash Budget Variance

Budget

Actual

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

16,513.35
59,379.00
42,367.89
116,426.38
14,252.36
1,091.47
62,291.00
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17,415.81
1,295.66
56,368.28
38,307.66
101,732.57
14,102.51
1,223.83
62,290.77
-

$
$
$
$

312,321.45 $
$
312,321.45 $
4,776.65

292,737.09
292,737.09

$000

Goods and Services Expenditure - Budget vs Actual
Budget

Actual

140

120

100

80

60

40

20

0

Cash Position
$000
130

Expenditure Purpose

110
90
70
50
30
10

Cash Position as at:
Bank Balance
Made up of:
1 General Fund Balance
2 Deductible Gift Funds
3 Trust Funds
4 Asset Replacement Reserves
5 Suspense Accounts
6 Cash Advances
7 Tax Position
Total Bank Balance

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-$
$

154,122.78
24,247.66
122,559.48
9,477.64
2,162.00
154,122.78
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SECTION 6 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
From The P&C President
Serpentine Primacy School P & C had a productive 2017.
It is a fact that education outcomes are improved when parents, grandparents and care givers
play an active role in their child’s school and their learning. This was shown throughout our
year with many a fundraiser being held and parents, grandparents, etc playing a pivotal role.
Because of the great involvement, and the generosity from our small school and community, the
money that the P & C raised throughout the year (2017) enabled us to purchase and contribute
funds to many educational resources for the school. Some examples of these are outlined in
the table below:
Event

Expenditure

Kindy educational mats

3,154.89

Mathletics contribution

2,646.00

Literacy Pro

1,775.91

Bug Club subscription

1,224.09

Sports shirts

3,000.00

Alice in Wonderland production

889.83

NAIDOC Incursion

1,000.00

Scitech Incursion

2,184.00

Graduation Bears

406.00

Oracy 2017

587.20

Year 6 Graduation Disco

200.00

TOTAL

$17,067.92

There were many highlights throughout the year at our various fundraisers which included
Discos, Mother’s/Father’s Day stalls, Easter Raffle etc. One fundraiser definitely stood out for
the P & C, students, teachers and parents at Serpentine Primary, and that was the Colour Run
Fundraiser. It provided the school community an opportunity to come together for one fun filled
day. There was not one unhappy face in sight, and we raised a substantial amount of money
for the school while having fun. What a fantastic combination to have.
Let’s look forward to a fantastic 2018.
Justine Iuculano
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From The School Board
2017 has proven to be both an exciting and challenging year for Serpentine Primary School.
After many months and countless hours of hard work by our Principal, Management Team and
School Council, we applied for and were granted IPS status effective 1 st January of this year.
Why did we choose this path? Quite simply we recognized that as a school we were not doing
the best we could for our students on their educational journey. Our consistently well below
average results and continual underperforming when compared with “like” schools over many
years was irrefutable evidence that what we had been doing was not working. As Albert
Einstein said “Insanity is doing the same thing, over and over again, but expecting different
results”. With the shared belief that every one of our students, no matter what their background,
was entitled to the best education we could provide, we agreed the best chance we had at
fulfilling this goal was to do so as an IPS.
People’s reaction to change can be varied. Psychiatrist Elisabeth Kubler-Ross studied it and the
well known Change Curve is often attributed to her findings. Our school’s change in direction
had its detractors. Some of our staff were unable or unwilling to embrace the changes that
being an IPS involved. Some of our families struggled - perhaps fueled by their own poor
schooling experience, their own personal motivation or simply unable to perceive the value in a
good education. Some families considered that because you pay for it, a private school must be
better – even when academic results were lower than our own.
What exactly is Education and why do we think it’s so important?
To quote “Education is the process of facilitating learning, or the acquisition of knowledge, skills, values,
beliefs, and habits”.

I’ve heard parent’s in the past say “My child is not academic”. But how do you know? If we as a
school have not been doing a good job, how do you know what your child is capable of? Why
label them and tell them what they’re not when they haven’t been given a chance? Education is
not just about learning times tables, mastering spelling or planetary alignment. It’s about
providing knowledge, aiding in the development of skills, assisting in the formulation of values
and beliefs and helping our students develop habits that will assist them throughout their life.
We at Serpentine Primary School are a government school – it doesn’t matter what political
party we vote for, whether we voted Yes or No. We do not pick and choose who may or may not
enrol at our school. Our students all come from varying backgrounds and families. We are a
microcosm of life. What a wonderful opportunity for our children to learn and demonstrate our
school’s motto “Progress in Harmony” and vision “Serpentine Primary School means to be
the best we can be. Together we will demonstrate Respect, Responsibility, Perseverance
and Aspire to the constant improvement of ourselves and our community.”
As a school community committed to improving our student’s choices in life, we have
persevered. A heartfelt thank you to our committed staff who have embraced the changes and
been willing to try doing things differently, even when it was uncomfortable and challenging to
do so. The improving results and increased confidence of our students is resounding proof what
we are doing as a school community is working. Their increased self belief and choices in life
will be our reward.
Wendy Woodhead
School Board Chair
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SECTION 7 HIGHLIGHTS OF 2017

YEAR 6 CAMP

GIRLS MULTISPORT CARNIVAL

EDUDANCE

FACTION CROSS COUNTRY

WINTER LIGHTNING CARNIVAL

NAIDOC DAY ACTIVITIES

BOOK WEEK

FACTION ATHLETICS CARNIVAL
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SECTION 7 HIGHLIGHTS OF 2017 cont.

SCITECH INCURSION

GIRLS FREO CUP FOOTBALL

KIDSMATTER SCHOOL BREAKFAST

SCHOOL OPEN NIGHT

SENIOR DALE FEST

P&C COLOUR RUN

ALICE IN WONDERLAND

PBS LAUNCH
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